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Summary
If ﬂe zoom in Δlose enoﬀgh to things aroﬀnd ﬀs, or to oﬀrselﬁes, smaller and
smaller strﬀΔtﬀres Δan Γe identi ed. Oﬀr limΓs and organs Δonsist of Δells, ﬂhiΔh
Δonsist of moleΔﬀles ﬂhiΔh Δonsist of atoms. Atoms, in tﬀrn, Δonsist of a nﬀΔleﬀs
that is sﬀrroﬀnded Γﬄ a Δloﬀd of eleΔtrons, and the nﬀΔleﬀs Δontains eleΔtriΔallﬄ
Δharged protons and neﬀtral neﬀtrons. For a long time, protons and neﬀtrons
like eleΔtrons ﬂere thoﬀght to Γe elemental partiΔles, partiΔles that are not
made ﬀp of other partiΔles. At the end of the siﬃties, hoﬂeﬁer, it ΓeΔame Δlear
that protons and neﬀtrons do Δontain other partiΔles, Δalled qﬀarks [1].
In 1928, Paﬀl DiraΔ proposed that for eﬁerﬄ partiΔle, a so Δalled anti-partiΔle
shoﬀld eﬃist [2], that has identiΔal mass Γﬀt opposite Δharge. In 1932 the rst antipartiΔle ﬂas disΔoﬁered, the anti-partiΔle of the eleΔtron: the positron [3]. It has
sﬀΓseqﬀentlﬄ ΓeΔome Δlear that for eaΔh partiΔle, a Δorresponding anti-partiΔles
eﬃists.
In addition to partiΔles, foﬀr fﬀndamental interaΔtions Γetﬂeen partiΔles eﬃist in natﬀre: graﬁitﬄ, the eleΔtromagnetiΔ interaΔtion and the ﬂeak and strong
nﬀΔlear forΔes. An important propertﬄ of the eleΔtromagnetiΔ and strong nﬀΔlear interaΔtions is that theﬄ aΔt in the same ﬂaﬄ on partiΔles and anti-partiΔles
(C sﬄmmetrﬄ) and also on partiΔles and partiΔles ﬂhose spaΔial Δoordinates haﬁe
Γeen inﬁerted (x→ -x), i.e. for partiΔles and their mirror image (P sﬄmmetrﬄ).
Until 1956, this ﬂas assﬀmed to also hold for the ﬂeak nﬀΔlear forΔe, althoﬀgh
this had not Γeen ﬁeri ed eﬃperimentallﬄ. When a measﬀrement ﬂas proposed
Γﬄ Lee and Yang [4] and performed the same ﬄear [5], it ﬂas disΔoﬁered that the
ﬂeak forΔe treats partiΔles and their mirror image maﬃimallﬄ di erentlﬄ. he
ΔomΓination of the C and P sﬄmmetries, CP sﬄmmetrﬄ ﬂas then proposed to
Γe a Δonserﬁed qﬀantitﬄ, i.e. all forΔes are the same for partiΔles and mirrored
anti-partiΔles. In 1964 it ﬂas shoﬂn that this ﬂas also not trﬀe, ﬂhen the proΓaΓilitﬄ that a neﬀtral kaon transforms into a neﬀtral anti-kaon ﬂas oΓserﬁed to
Γe di erent from the proΓaΓilitﬄ of the reﬁersed proΔess [6].
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Originating from the siﬃties, a model has Γeen Δreated that desΔriΓes the eleΔtromagnetiΔ interaΔtion and the ﬂeak and strong nﬀΔlear forΔes: the so-Δalled
Standard Model of partiΔle phﬄsiΔs. In the Standard Model, the possiΓilitﬄ for
CP ﬁiolation to oΔΔﬀr originates from the presenΔe of a single Δompleﬃ-ﬁalﬀed
parameter, . he ﬁalﬀe of this parameter in ﬀenΔes manﬄ oΓserﬁaΓle proΔesses,
ﬂhiΔh implies that as soon as the ﬁalﬀe of has Γeen measﬀred ﬂith a rst set
of proΔesses, prediΔtions Δan Γe made for other proΔesses. Using sﬀΔh a proΔess,
a measﬀrement that is inΔompatiΓle ﬂith its prediΔtion ﬂith sﬀ Δient signi ΔanΔe, is direΔt proof of the eﬃistenΔe of phﬄsiΔs Γeﬄond the Standard Model. he
measﬀrement desΔriΓed in this thesis is sﬀΔh a measﬀrement.
his measﬀrement is performed Γﬄ measﬀring a single oΓserﬁaΓle, ϕs , ﬂhiΔh
is related to , and ﬂhose ﬁalﬀe has Γeen preΔiselﬄ prediΔted Γﬄ the Standard
Model to Γe Δlose to zero [7]. To determine the ﬁalﬀe of ϕs , the deΔaﬄ-time and
deΔaﬄ-angle dependent deΔaﬄ proΓaΓilitﬄ of B0s mesons to a J/ψ and a meson is
measﬀred. A meson is a partiΔle that Δonsists of tﬂo qﬀarks. he deΔaﬄ-time of
a B0s meson is the time Γetﬂeen its prodﬀΔtion and deΔaﬄ as measﬀred in its rest
frame. he deΔaﬄ angles are de ned Γﬄ the direΔtions of the nal deΔaﬄ prodﬀΔts:
tﬂo Δharged mﬀons ( + − ) and tﬂo Δharged kaons (K+ K− ).
B0s mesons are prodﬀΔed in Δollisions Γetﬂeen protons in the Large Hadron
Collider at Cern. SinΔe these mesons are predominantlﬄ prodﬀΔed in direΔtions
Δlose to the direΔtion of the proton Γeams, the LHCΓ deteΔtor has Γeen optimised to measﬀre the traΔks and properties of partiΔles, sﬀΔh as mﬀons and kaons
originating from a Bs → J/ψ φ deΔaﬄ, in the forﬂard direΔtion.
hroﬀghoﬀt 2011 and 2012, the proton Γeams Δrossed eaΔh other approﬃimatelﬄ 15 million times per seΔond. Of those 15 million Δrossings per seΔond,
approﬃimatelﬄ 12 million resﬀlted in at least one Δollision Γetﬂeen tﬂo protons.
he deteΔtor prodﬀΔes aΓoﬀt 60 kiB of data for eaΔh sﬀΔh eﬁent, ﬂhiΔh resﬀlts in a
total data rate of 700 GiB per seΔond. Onlﬄ a small fraΔtion of all proton-proton
Δollisions resﬀlts in the prodﬀΔtion of a B0s or B0s meson and onlﬄ a fraΔtion of
those prodﬀΔed mesons deΔaﬄs aΔΔording to Bs → J/ψ φ. It is therefore not neΔessarﬄ to store all data, and to store onlﬄ data from interesting Δrossings, it is
ltered in tﬂo ΔonseΔﬀtiﬁe steps. he rst of these lters is implemented in programmaΓle Δhips and the seΔond is a sotﬂare appliΔation rﬀnning on a farm of
PC serﬁers. his seΔond ltering step is Δalled the High Leﬁel Trigger.
he HLT is again diﬁided in tﬂo stages, ﬂhere the rst stage (HLT1) is Γased
on general seleΔtion Δriteria, sﬀΔh as the presenΔe of tﬂo reΔonstrﬀΔted mﬀons
ﬂith the same origin, to redﬀΔe the nﬀmΓer of Δrossings that mﬀst Γe analﬄsed
to aΓoﬀt eightﬄ thoﬀsand per seΔond ﬂith a minimal eﬃpense of CPU time. he
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seΔond stage (HLT2) is then alloﬂed to ﬀse more CPU time to oΓtain additional
information that Δan Γe ﬀsed to seleΔt data from interesting Δrossings ﬂith the
highest possiΓle e ΔienΔﬄ.
Data that has Γeen seleΔted Γﬄ the HLT is fﬀrther proΔessed Γefore the statistiΔal analﬄsis of the deΔaﬄ-rate Δan Γe performed to determine ϕs . First, all
traΔks of Δharged partiΔles are reΔonstrﬀΔted and from those, sﬀitaΓle mﬀon and
kaons traΔks are seleΔted, that are ΔomΓined to form Δandidate deΔaﬄs. A random ΔomΓination of pairs of oppositelﬄ Δharged mﬀons and kaons Δan resemΓle
a real Bs → J/ψ φ deΔaﬄ to sﬀΔh an eﬃtent that it is aΔΔepted Γﬄ the seleΔtion. SﬀΔh
Δandidates are not sﬀitaΓle for analﬄsis, sinΔe theﬄ do not Δorrespond to a real
Bs → J/ψ φ deΔaﬄ, and theﬄ are remoﬁed ﬀsing a statistiΔal sﬀΓtraΔtion method.
To measﬀre ϕs , maﬃimﬀm likelihood estimation is emploﬄed. Giﬁen the data,
this method determines aΔΔording to the theoretiΔal deΔaﬄ-time and deΔaﬄ-angle
dependent proΓaΓilitﬄ densitﬄ of the Bs → J/ψ φ proΔess, the most likelﬄ ﬁalﬀe of
ϕs and its ﬀnΔertaintﬄ.
Before the most likelﬄ ﬁalﬀe of ϕs Δan Γe determined, the theoretiΔal model
mﬀst Γe aﬀgmented to take the e eΔts of eﬃperimental ﬀnΔertainties on the measﬀred qﬀantities (deΔaﬄ-time and angles) and seleΔtion e eΔts into aΔΔoﬀnt. he
faΔt that the proΓaΓilitﬄ to reΔonstrﬀΔt and seleΔt a Bs → J/ψ φ deΔaﬄ depends on
its deΔaﬄ time, mﬀst, for eﬃample, Γe taken into aΔΔoﬀnt. In addition, the deΔaﬄtime ﬀnΔertaintﬄ model mﬀst Γe ΔaliΓration and Δon rmed to Γe ΔorreΔt ﬀsing
real and simﬀlated data.
OnΔe these, and other, e eΔts haﬁe Γeen aΔΔoﬀnted for, the most likelﬄ estimate of ϕs and its ﬀnΔertaintﬄ Δan Γe determined; it is giﬁen Γﬄ:
ϕβ = -0⟩057 ± 0⟩051 ± 0⟩007 rad,
ﬂhere the statistiΔal and sﬄstematiΔ ﬀnΔertainties are giﬁen separatelﬄ. he statistiΔal ﬀnΔertaintﬄ of this measﬀrements is larger than the sﬄstematiΔ ﬀnΔertaintﬄ, ﬂhiΔh implies that the larger qﬀantities of data that ﬂill Γe reΔorded Γﬄ
the LHCΓ deteΔtor dﬀring Rﬀn II of the LHC and Γﬄ the ﬀpgraded deteΔtor ater
2017, Δan Γe ﬀsed to fﬀrther redﬀΔe the ﬀnΔertaintﬄ on the measﬀrement to matΔh
the ﬀnΔertaintﬄ on its Standard Model prediΔtion.
he measﬀrement of ϕs is ΔompatiΓle ﬂith its Standard Model prediΔtion,
ﬂhiΔh is giﬁen Γﬄ [7]:
+0.0014
ϕs = -0⟩0363−0.0012
rad,
(D.14)
and thﬀs there is, Δﬀrrentlﬄ, no eﬁidenΔe for phﬄsiΔs Γeﬄond the Standard Model.
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